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Introduction
Activities of most modern enterprises are associated with rendering different services in accordance with concluded agreements. Such activity is characterized by certain specific aspects that justify its distinguishing among others, such as, for example, manufacturing certain products. First, the sequence of implementation of stages of each agreement, their number and time required to perform them, depend both on the features of the general type of a service and the requirements of a particular customer, which are determined by the terms of an agreement. Second, the implementation of stages of one agreement can be carried out by different executors simultaneously provided this does not violate logical consistency of works. Third, the need to provide resources for the stages, such as certain technical equipment, depends on the customer needs. Fourth, the total number of agreements to be implemented over a planned period is not regulated and is impossible to determine in advance because orders can be placed at different times for both different and the same kinds of services, but with different individual requirements. The placement of new orders requires operative changes to the existing calendar plan, as well as setting such execution terms that will produce the least impact on other works. The task of agreements execution planning for most enterprises relates to the class of multi-criteria combinatorial problems. It is important to note that, in order to find a solution, it is not always necessary to gain maximal profits only, but to coordinate many factors and take into consideration constraints as well. In addition, in the process of solving a problem on planning, it is impossible to avoid taking additional coordinating decisions, especially in the case of certain deviations from established norms [1] .
Planning the execution of work relates to various areas of activity, including management of projects with different complexity: from rendering small services and organizing holidays to designing and constructing spacecraft [2] . Even though the methods for solving similar problems were considered by various scholars using classical, heuristic, and evolutionary methods, it has remained relevant because each subject area has its own characteristics [3, 4] . The relevance of the search for new approaches and procedures to solve a given problem is predetermined by the development of heuristic and evolutionary methods, which in turn relates to the rapid development of information technologies in general [5] .
Literature review and problem statement
In paper [1] , authors proposed a mathematical model of the problem on constructing a plan for agreements execution for businesses, the activity of which relates to rendering services and conducted a review of existing approaches and methods for solving such problems. As a result of the studies conducted, it was found that the developed mathematical model, shown in [1] , is incomplete and needs some improvement, in particular, the introduction of an additional criterion for effectiveness evaluation. According to the results of mathematical modeling, the general criterion for evaluation of the effectiveness of a variant of implementation of the phases of agreements was separated and a conclusion on the feasibility of using ACO (Ant Colony Optimization) algorithm for solving the problem on agreements execution planning was made.
Authors of paper [2] considered an approach to solving the problem on planning with limited resources based on the Particle Swarm Optimization method to minimize costs. In the paper, according to results of the conducted studies, the conclusion about the appropriateness of using this approach for a wide range of problems of planning, in particular in project management, was made. However, its application is possible only if a problem is reduced to more general terms; in addition, the method is not aimed at minimizing the total time of works execution and does not include a time limit.
Authors of research [3] compared several heuristic algorithms but did not give examples of their application for solving specific management problems.
Authors of work [4] consider possibilities of the practical application of genetic algorithms for solving problems on the optimization of control and planning industrial processes. But the work has a generalized character and does not take into account the features of each specific area.
Paper [5] offers a hybrid algorithm for planning based on the Particle Swarm Optimization and the ACO algorithm, which allows determining the best sequences for different combinations of delays in execution and warnings for a given a set of works. Fuzzy logic is used to determine the optimal variant, which largely satisfies the given objective function. The authors of work [5] also offer a comparison of the algorithm, proposed by them, with different modifications of the genetic algorithm, specifically: a partial representation of the crossover operator, the use of multi-component unified serial generator, the use of fuzzy genetic algorithm. The work is aimed more at minimizing delays between implementation of stages, besides the results of the proposed method were tested on the classic statement of the problem of schedule making with the use of parallel machines without taking into account economic and social influences in finding the optimal plan.
Using the basic ideas of ACO algorithm, a combined algorithm was created, the application of which provides the possibility of finding variants of solutions, close to the optimum over minimum time [6] . Experimentally it was found that at an increase in the dimensionality of a problem, the combined algorithm gives a better result in comparison with the genetic algorithm and the classic ACO. Testing the developed algorithm on real data samples made it possible to reveal shortcomings, which also applies to programming implementation.
Paper [7] presented a mathematical model for the plan of operation execution at different technological machines that can perform operations in parallel, with different periods of planning and a varying number of parallel machines or executors. But only the following criteria were considered as evaluation criteria: minimization of time of the last work completion, minimization of the total delay, minimization of the total time of execution in advance.
To solve the problem of planning, authors of publication [8] presented the approach based on the Artificial Bee Colony algorithm using the local search method to enhance the operational capability of the basic algorithm. Besides, an additional neighborhood operator based on a greedy constructive-destructive procedure was considered. In addition, the proposed algorithm was compared with such algorithms as the search with restrictions and the genetic algorithm. However, the use of the proposed algorithm is possible only for problems that have minimum variations of the course of events without taking into account priorities of partial criteria and restrictions.
In paper [9] , improvement of effectiveness of the genetic algorithm by using the selective initialization mechanism was proposed. The problem of dependence of the speed of finding a result and its proximity to the optimal one on selection of the primary population of the algorithm was considered. The authors proposed a new approach to enhancement of the effectiveness of the genetic algorithm of selective initialization, which is aimed at finding the most appropriate "chromosomes" and using them as a source for the genetic algorithm. Using a modified genetic algorithm is only possible in complex to improve another method, which will be the basic one. Moreover, application of the genetic algorithm is possible when using the information system that will ensure implementation of all functions.
Authors of paper [10] proposed a new hybrid algorithm based on a multi-purpose genetic algorithm with the use of simulation annealing for parallel machines with dependent execution sequences, different deadlines, and established priorities. Even though the proposed algorithm cannot be applied without the use of information technologies, its drawback is complexity of adaptation of different input data.
Authors of work [11] explore optimization problems on the graphs of large dimensionality, for which there is no effective algorithms of a search for an accurate solution. Specifically, such problems as formation of the optimal schedule for the agents who serve clients, the problem of designing the optimal route for a car park are considered. The mathematical models, methods of decomposition into simpler sub-problems, an approach to organization of data storage in memory, algorithms for solving, assessment of operation time and the used memory amount are presented for such tasks.
The conducted analysis of the above literary sources [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] allows us to argue about appropriateness of improvements and the use of the combined algorithm as a mathematical basis for decision support systems (DSS) when planning agreements execution. It is advisable to use the ACO algorithm as a basic algorithm. It is necessary to improve it with the use of genetic algorithms, which will ensure finding optimal solutions when working with graphs of large dimensionality, describing variability of orders execution. In addition, based on the scientific literature [6, 9, 10] , there is a possibility to modify each of the algorithms, which will allow the improvement of the general algorithm at the expense of separate components. Given the complexity of the problem regarding agreements execution planning, it is necessary to provide the possibility of clarification and correction of input and intermediate data to obtain different variants of the plan with their subsequent assessment. It is DSS that will allow us, using the automation of intelligent work, to obtain the possibility to design, compare and choose alternative options of solutions for employees of the planning department and production units with the use of computing tools. In addition, only a system that is fully adapted to the requirements of a given subject area will ensure optimum solution to the problem on planning.
The aim and objectives of the study
The aim of present research is to develop a web-oriented DSS for planning agreements execution at enterprises that operate in the service rendering business to ensure the efficiency/quality of work of employees at a planning department and at production units.
To accomplish the aim, the following tasks have been set: -to develop a mathematical model for agreements execution planning regarding the general economic and social influences while finding the optimal plan; -to create an algorithm for solving a problem on agreements execution planning, which would implement the appropriate model and ensures minimization of time cost for finding the optimal solution; -to design a DSS structure and to choose the technologies and means for development of its components, which would ensure solving a problem on agreements execution planning in online mode.
Development of the mathematical model for agreements execution planning
The main problem of making decisions when planning agreements execution is to construct and select an optimal variant of execution of orders. In this case, all orders that are already being fulfilled at an enterprise, as well as those that have just arrived, are taken into account. The optimal variant of execution is considered to be the one that ensures minimization of consumption of resources and time to fulfill all orders, as well as the maximal load of all executors. A special feature of the problem of calendar planning is that the existing calendar plan is modified in the process of its implementation. This problem refers to the class of multicriteria optimization problem because it requires the use of different assessment selection criteria, each of which directly affects the choice of the optimal solution. It should be noted that in any situation, there are several permissible variants of execution, from which it is necessary to choose the best one. The additive convolution is used to derive the generalized estimate of the implementation plan. In this case, there is a need to take into account not only every separate partial criterion, but also to set priorities for each of them in accordance with a particular case. Additive convolution is represented by the formula (1) and is aimed at the minimization of value [1] . λ ϕ is the normalized φ-th partial criterion; normalization is performed with the aim of reducing different criteria to a unified dimensionality and is calculated from formula (2):
where F ϕ is the value of the ϕ-th partial criterion; min F φ is the minimal value of the ϕ-th partial criterion; max F φ is the maximal value of the ϕ-th partial criterion.
It is possible to evaluate the quality and effectiveness of the resulting variant of the calendar plan using different criteria, the use of which is determined by specific conditions. The authors distinguish five main partial criteria for the problem of agreement execution planning:
-minimization of total time for execution; -minimization of total time of execution delay; -minimization of total amount of fines for execution delay;
-minimization of total costs for execution of agreements within the given period;
-minimization of downtime of executors. The first criterion is minimization of total time for execution of all agreements of the planned period (3):
where і is the number of the agreement to be executed within the planned period; n is the total number of agreements to be executed within the planned period; u i is the coefficient of significance of execution of the і-th agreement, for which the following conditions exist: The time of agreement execution is equal to the difference between the maximal moment of completion and minimal moment of beginning of implementation, which is described by the formula (4):
where і is the number of an agreement to be executed within the planned period; j is the number of a stage from the set of stages, i j J Î is the set of stages for the i-th agreement J i = ={1, 2,…, ω i }, ω i is the number of stages of the і-th agreement; l is the number of an executor from the set of executors, ; l M Î M={1, 2,…,m} is the set of executors, involved in execution of works; m is the number of executors, involved during the planned period; tp ijl is the time of the beginning of implementation of the j-th stage of the i-th agreement by the l-th executor; td ijl is the time of waiting before implementation of the j-th stage of the i-th agreement by the l-th executor in regard to implementation of the previous stages of the i-th agreement; tv ijl is the time of implementation of the j-th stage of the i-th agreement of the l-th executor; y ijl is the parameter that takes the values {0, 1} (y ijl =1, if the j-th stage of the i-th agreement is implemented by the l-th executor; y ijl =0 in another case).
Another partial criterion of assessment of effectiveness of the variant of the agreement execution plan is the total time of delay in execution of all agreements within the planned period, calculated from (5):
where і is the number of an agreement to be executed within the planned period; n is the number of agreements to be executed within the planned period; u i is the coefficient of significance of execution of the і-th agreement, for which the following conditions exist:
is the total time of execution of the і-th agreement that is determined from formula (6):
where T i is the directive term of execution of the i-th agreement, determined by the conditions of agreement The third criterion is the total amount of the fines for the delay of agreement execution for the planned period. This criterion is determined from the formula (7):
where і is the number of an agreement to be executed within the planned period; n is the number of agreements to be performed within the planned period; u i is the coefficient of significance of execution of the і-th agreement, for which the following conditions exist:
g i is the amount of penalties at violation of directive term i T of execution of the i-th agreement; Ψ i is the total time of execution of the і-th agreement, which is determined from formula (6) .
The fourth criterion is the value of total costs for execution of agreements within the assigned period, which is calculated from the formula (8):
( ) ( )
where і is the number of an agreement to be executed within the planned period; n is the number of agreements to be executed within the planned period; u i is the coefficient of significance of execution of the і-th agreement, for which the following conditions exist: The fifth criterion is minimization of the total downtime or the time of inactivity of executors (9):
where і is the number of agreement to be executed within the planned period; n is the total number of agreements to be executed within the planned period; j l is the number by order of the stage that is implemented by l-th executor, ,
l is the number of works, executed by the l-th executor; l is the number of the executor from the set of executors; m is the number of executors, engaged during the planned period; ( )
tzl − is the time of implementation of the ( j-1) l -the stage, l is the number of an executor from the set of executors,
is the time of the beginning of implementation of the j l -the stage; l is the number of an executor from the set of executors, . l M Î Taking into account the features of the problem, a whole range of constraints and additional conditions are used [1] .
It is assumed that each l-th executor can simultaneously implement not more than one j-stage and of the і-th agreement 1.
All stages of all agreements must be implemented, which is a prerequisite for rendering services to customers in a full range
The beginning of execution of any work by the l-th executor is possible only after completion of execution by the same executor of the previous work , 
The time of the beginning of implementation of the j-th stage of the і-th agreement by the l-th executor will come only when the previous h-th stages are implemented by the s-th executor. In this case, to determine the rest of the time for completing the implementation of such stages, it is sufficient to select the one that is the last to finish. If the next stage can be implemented regardless the execution of the previous ones, restrictions are not met: tp ijl ≥0.
The need for maximum continuity of execution and a decrease in downtime that relate to the lack of resources cause timely provision of each stage with necessary resources.
The totality of resources that are necessary for execution of the і-th agreement is calculated from (10) To solve the problem on agreements execution planning, it is proposed to use the combined algorithm [6] , which uses the ideas of the ACO algorithm and of the genetic algorithm with adaptation and modification according to the subject area that is considered.
Combined algorithm for solving the problem on agreements execution planning
The main ACO of the algorithm involves implementation of the collective intelligence principle on the example of the ant colony. For the search for extreme values of the objective function, a definite number of agents (artificial ants), which construct the same number of possible solutions to the problem, is used on each iteration. Among these solutions, the part of the best ones by objective function is selected. The obtained information is stored in a generally accessible data bank and used by the agents on the following iterations independently of each other. Each agent operates under the rules of the probabilistic algorithm, and when choosing the direction, focuses not only on an increment of the objective function, but also on statistical information that reflects the previous history of a collective search [6] .
The genetic algorithm uses the iterative approach to improvement of results. A search for the best solution in the vicinity of the given one takes place on each iteration. If such solution is found, it becomes current and a new iteration starts. It continues until increment of the objective function decreases almost to zero or the given number of iterations is performed. To increase the probability of finding a global optimum, the multiple experiments with different initial points are used, which significantly increases the search time [8] .
It is important to note that when taking into account the features of a subject area, the application of purely classical algorithms in solving the problem of planning agreements execution is rather time consuming since it is necessary to conduct a number of modifications and adaptations. The use of such modifications can have a significant negative impact on the algorithm operation effectiveness, as well as on accuracy of the results.
Given all the above, to solve the problem, the own combined algorithm that is at once intended to be used for the considered subject area was proposed. The proposed algorithm will make it possible to take into account all features in a "natural" way, rather than as additional improvements and changes.
To use the combined algorithm, input data about the stages of executing agreements will be represented in the form of a multi-layer graph, in which one layer corresponds to execution of works by one executor. The nodes of the graph represent the intermediate state of transition from the implementation of one stage to another, and the edges that connect these nodes correspond directly to the process of implementation of stages. In this case, the nodes of each layer of the graph, which actually determine one moment of time, constitute the coherent whole, and therefore each node of each layer contains the data about implementation of all stages by executors. The weight of each edge is total duration of implementation of the correspondent stage. In addition, to predict the event of a delay of implementation of a certain stage, an additional edge between each pair of adjacent nodes was introduced in order to provide an opportunity of further transition in case it is impossible to implement any stage at a given moment.
The condition for obtaining the variant of the plan for implementation of agreement phases is visiting not all the nodes of the graph like in the case of using the classic ACO algorithm, but using all various edges, in addition to the edges, which correspond to a delay of each layer of the graph in order to form one complete route. Since the nodes correspond to moments of time, stopping at each of them not always means the need to proceed to the next node by another edge. Thus, there is an opportunity to keep consistency between the execution of works by various executors.
The combined algorithm for solving the problem of planning the execution of agreements contains the following main steps:
1. Determine the total number of agents that will be used to search for a solution from the formula (11):
where m is the number of executors, involved in execution of agreement within the planned period; l is the number of an executor, l∈M, M={1, 2,…m} is the set of executors; g is the number of nodes of the graph; n is the number of agreements to be executed within the planned period; ω n is the total number of stages for n agreements; i is the number of an agreement; J і is the set of stages of the i-the agreement; j is the number of the stage from the set of stages, j∈J i ; y ijl is the parameter that takes values {0,1}: y ijl =1, if the j-th stage of the i-th agreement is executed by the l-th executor; y ijl =0 in another case. 2. From formula (12), we determine the number of "elite" agents. "Elite" agents are the special agents that travel only along the best routes, found on the previous iterations. ( 1 2 ) where e≈2.718 [6] . The speed of finding the optimal solution with the use of "elite" agents increases, since this way allows reduction of the number of iterations of the whole algorithm.
3. Set random permissible values of coefficients of the ACO algorithms, specifically: α is the pheromone weight, 0≤α≤1, which determines relative significance of the influence of marks of the choice of a route, the shortest transition edge will be chosen at α=0, the edge, on which the level of marks will be the highest, will be chosen at α=1; p is the coefficient of upgrading the marks level, 0≤p≤1, which determines its relative decrease in time;
Q is the parameter, the value of which has to be close to the length of the route that is optimal for current iteration;
А is the coefficient of "significance" of special agents, which determines the measure of strengthening the variant of the route.
4. Considering the ratio of the number of special agents to ordinary ones, choose an agent for the next iteration. If we choose an ordinary one -proceed to step 5, a special one -to step 11.
5. Check if all edges of the graph were passed. If so, proceed to step 9, if not -to step 6.
6. Check whether the implemented stage is completed by the given moment, which in turn implies the need to select the next edge for transition. If so, proceed to step 7, otherwise, -to step 5.
7. Add the data about the completed stage to the list of the completed stages to ensure the possibility of compliance with the requirements for the sequence of execution.
8. Check the possibility to complete the next stage, taking into account the requirements for the sequence of execution. If there is such possibility, we determine the next edge for transition by a modified probabilistic-proportional rule.
9. Mark the path that the agent traveled and clear the list of implemented stages, thus preparing the graph for the passage by the next agent. 10. Update the marks level at all edges, passed by an agent. For this, calculate the value of the generalized criterion F 0 for the current variant of the solution, which represents the route T k (t), which the k-th agent traveled at iteration t. The level of marks is determined from formula (13):
r T t F L t t u r T t
where u and r are the indices of pairs of nodes that connect the edge that the agent passed; L k (t) is the length of the path T k (t).
11. Strengthen the best found solutions using a special agent from formula (14):
12.
Enumerate the values of ACO coefficients of the algorithm α, p, Q, A with the use of the genetic algorithm by the following scheme:
-based on current values, get the initial set of chromosomes;
-calculate the survival coefficient, specifically, put in correspondence to each solution or a chromosome a certain numeric value, dependent on proximity of this solution to the best variant by the value of the general estimation function, obtained by the given moment [1] ; -perform displaying, in the process of which the chromosomes that have a high survival coefficient, and actually higher numeric value, are more likely to get to descendants, after which operators of mating and mutation are performed; -form the next generation, the value of parameters of which will use the following set of agents in finding the path.
13. Compare current solutions with the ones, obtained on previous iterations and check them for optimality. If the found solutions are the best, or all ordinary and special agents have been used, proceed to step 14, otherwise -to step 4.
14. Derive the obtained results, which are the variant of the plan of agreement stage implementation. The obtained variant of the solution includes sequences of implementation of agreement stages in the planned period, marked on the time scale.
The proposed algorithm has been designed to be used when solving the problem on agreements execution planning. Its use enables finding solutions to the problem, taking into account all features. An experimental modeling of such algorithm showed that the used elements of the ACO algorithm and the elements of the genetic algorithm combined with representation of input data make it possible to find a solution that is close to the optimal one quite accurately.
We compared the proposed combined algorithm for searching and forming an optimal agreements execution plan with the classic and most heuristic algorithms. The results of the comparison of the proposed method allow us to considerably decrease the time for formation of an optimal plan while increasing the amount of input data. In comparison with the genetic algorithm, the proposed algorithm finds a more optimal solution, in addition, this search time was by 10-15 % shorter. It should be noted that most heuristic algorithms are related to approximate, so at the same input data, such algorithms can omit optimal values and give only approximate ones. During the experiment, most classical methods require by 60-80 % more time than the proposed one, which was especially noticeable when increasing the number of agreements -50 or more. It is important to note that the result of the work depends not only on the number of agreements, but also the number of stages in all agreements.
However, it should be noted that application of each algorithm, including the proposed one, requires significant time consumption for preparation and processing of input data, as well as the application of information resources that will ensure information preparation and processing. In addition, depending on the conditions of execution of the agreement and its each stage, there arises the need to assign additional conditions and restrictions before applying the algorithm. A special feature of the proposed algorithm is that it takes into account the assigned mathematical model, which used additive criteria convolution. Additive convolution allows adjustment the relative significance of each criterion, which, in turn, makes it possible to take into account important aspects when finding an optimal plan depending on the general economic and social influences.
Given all the above, there is a need for designing and using a decision support system that will provide support in solving the problem of agreement execution planning with the possibility of taking account the general economic and social influences during the search for an optimal plan.
Design and construction of elements of a decision support system
To implement the proposed algorithm, there was created a programming module, which found its use in the devel-opment of the web-oriented DSS for agreement execution planning at the enterprises, the activity of which relates to rendering services. The purpose of the DSS is the implementation of the planning function, as well as support with necessary information. The system is designed for a wide range of users, which are proposed to be conditionally divided into the following groups:
-managers, responsible for meeting the conditions of agreements;
-heads of senior management; -heads of production units; -staff of production units and subcontractors; -heads of departments of material and technical support;
-representatives of customers of services.
The functions for each of the following groups of users are represented in the form of the Use Case diagram (Fig. 1) .
Fig 1. Use Case diagram of DSS use
When developing DSS for agreements execution planning, practical implementation of the client-server architecture in the form of a "thin" client was used -all logic was focused on the server part, and the client part was involved only in data display. In other words, the result of execution is displayed in a user's browser. The choice of this architecture of the construction of a system is caused by the following advantages:
-simplified integration with outside program products; -implementation simplicity, which is explained by the absence of the need to adjust hardware or software tools of users;
-increased fault tolerance, because all software that is necessary for work is installed only on the server.
In addition, DSS is integrated with information systems, existing at an enterprise, in particular with the system of contractual relations management.
When designing the systems and the elements, all peculiarities of the main problem of planning were taken into account, as well as the need to provide all stages of planning with information support [12] . The main components of the system include ( Fig. 2) : ETL (Extract/Transform/Load) tools, Data Warehouse (DW), the server part, the webbased user's interface. It is important to note that the user interface is implemented as web-pages to be displayed in user browser.
Fig. 2. DSS structure
A database of the information system of management of contractual relations and electronic tables of the department of material and technical support are data sources for DW. Close integration and connection that the created DSS with information carriers, existing at an enterprise, ensure adequacy and reliability of information support for managerial decision-making support while forming an agreement execution plan. Accumulation of information in DW goes on in the automatic mode by means of using the ETL tools, which is an intermediate link between the DSS and the existing information systems.
The classic multi-layer architecture with division into the following components was used when constructing the programming part:
-the layer of controllers, with the help of which interaction with the client part is provided; -adapters, at the layer of which the data from clients' queries are transformed into basic business objects that are subsequently processed;
-classes that check input data for conformity with the set rules; -business services that are directly responsible for business logic implementation; -auxiliary instrumental classes, to which business services delegate execution of separate operations; -repositories, meant for faultless work with DW. The functional capabilities of the server part meet the needs of DSS users and in the general form are divided into the modules, designed to solve specific problems [13] . When processing a query, each module addresses the DW to obtain data. After data processing and necessary calculations, the result is displayed by the client part in the assigned form. The number of modules is not regulated, which provides, if necessary, upgrading of existing and inclusion of new modules to address the decision-making problems. The main modules of the system include the module of formation of calendar plan of agreements implementation, the module of support of function of Internet execution control, the module of formation of reporting documentation.
The module of formation of the calendar plan of agreements implementation is intended to form the variants of the calendar plan using the proposed combined algorithm. The possibility to evaluate each variant, compare, make adjustments and determine additional parameters is also foreseen. The constructed and selected plan is transmitted in the electronic form to responsible parties for consideration and after approval is entered to databases of information systems that operate at an enterprise, in particular the system of management of contractual relations.
Module of support of execution of control function ensures provision of complete and relevant information on implementation of the agreement stages, compliance with the terms of a calendar plan, motion of resources, and materials, etc.
Module of formation of reporting documentation performs the functions of creation of various types of reporting documentation in the user-selected forms and representations.
Development of the program logic of operation of the above modules at the server part is performed in the Java programming language, the selection of which is justified by known advantages [14, 15] , with the use of the Spring Framework and Hibernate. Even though the Java programming language provides a considerable number of built-in functionalities for development of information systems, the tools for incorporation of software components of a complex system in the integrity are not available. Solution of this problem rests directly on developers and architects. To solve this problem, the software platform Spring Framework, which provides formal means of combining disparate components into one programming system, based on the Dependency Injection principle, was selected [16] . In accordance with the mentioned principle, the problem of constructing dependencies of an object is solved by using an external mechanism. The key purpose of software platform Spring Framework is to ensure construction of the software infrastructure of the DSS.
Spring Framework has a modular structure, which allows using only the elements that are necessary for the implementation of functions of the system [17] .
The modules are united into groups based on a functional purpose (Fig. 3) , specifically:
-Core Container; -Data Access/Integration modules; -modules for development of Web-oriented systems; -modules for working with AOP -Aspect Oriented Programming;
-instrumentation modules; -test modules. Fig. 3 . Modules of software platform Spring Framework, divided into groups by a functional purpose When developing DSS during agreement execution planning, the considered below modules were used.
A fundamental part of the software platform Spring Framework consists of modules of Beans and Core, which provide the possibility of introducing dependencies between the DSS components. This makes it possible to separate the configuration of the system and specification of objects' dependences. Context module expands Beans, provides a built-in support for the following functionality:
-localization and internationalization with the use of resource bundles; -usage and distribution of events between components for behavior control; -creation of program environments (contexts) for controlling the time of existence and interaction of components (for example, servlet container).
JDBC module provides its own abstraction layer for direct work with database and Data Warehouse, which provides a reduction of scope of work for developers, and also eliminates the need to process specific errors from specific database management systems. ORM module is the basis for the work with technologies for object-relational display, such as Hibernate. Module for messaging (JMS) provides functions to create and receive messages, which ensures interaction between the developed DSS with outside information systems. The Transactions module supports program and declarative transactions control, which provides the possibilities for flexible control of data integrity, used by the system, and unity of the operations that are performed [18] .
Spring ensures the work with local and global transactions, without connection with implementation technologies. A sufficiently broad support for implementation of declarative transactions is provided both with the use of XML-configuration and with the use of annotations. In addition to this, there is the possibility to control transactions with a program, which creates flexibility at adjustment depending on specific requirements for the functionality of a system.
Modules for development of Web-oriented systems provide key opportunities to develop Web-services controllers for Web-integration of the system, which is crucial for interaction of the server part with the client one [19] [20] [21] .
AOP module is responsible for working with aspect-oriented programming and provides the possibility to create methods-interceptors. The following methods are quite useful if it is necessary to separate the through line for different functionality objects. The possibilities of aspect-oriented programming are used for additional keeping record of information on all transactions that are carried out during the operation of the system with a description of all the calls and values of transmitted arguments. In addition, there is a possibility of integration with the AspectJ library, which provides extended ways to intercept calls and implement some program logic at various stages of interaction with objects.
Test modules, which provide an opportunity to test the components under control of Spring Framework, were used for performing integration testing of the system's components in conjunction with the unit testing library Junit. The software platform Mockito, which enabled creating mock objects for isolated checking the smallest fragments of the code in accordance with the principles of testing approach, was used for testing. Thus, iteration testing of the program code of the developed DSS is carried out using the data of modules and technologies. Selection of a software platform for construction of the information system architecture is determined by the possibility of complete independence of business logic from the elements of a software platform and isolation of dependencies on components from the rest of the program code. This benefit is provided by Spring Framework, which also influenced its selection as a software platform for construction of software architecture.
When developing DSS, attention is paid to working with data sources, because interaction between the objects of the object-oriented programming languages and relational database is usually quite cumbersome and time consuming. This is caused by the paradigm gap between the way the object-represented data are stored compared with databases. To link databases with the concepts of object-oriented programming languages, it is appropriate to use ORM (Object-Relational Mapping) technology. The ORM concept in Java EE is represented by JPA (Java Persistence API) specification.
One of the implementations of the approach of object-relational mapping, specifically Hibernate, was used for working with DW. The task of Hibernate is the data transfer from the rows of database tables into the Java objects and vice versa [22] . In addition, Hibernate provides built-in features for queries and searches, thereby reducing the development time, spent on manual data processing in SQL and JDBC. However, unlike many similar solutions, Hibernate does not hide the capacity of SQL and if necessary, enables using relational technologies of the direction. The selection of Hibernate is also due to the lack of the need for complex interaction with the database, using complex queries etc., since data operation takes place at the program level. In comparison with the analogues (e. g., MyBatis), Hibernate immediately offers a ready solution, the initial requirements for configuration of which are minimal.
A general scheme of interaction of the level of access to the data of the information system with the relational database using Hibernate is shown in Fig. 4 .
The interaction between the code of the information system and functional capabilities of Hibernate can take place through a standard interface of access to JPA, as well as through the extended interface Hibernate, which provides additional possibilities.
The interaction of the server part with the client's part is carried out by the Internet, using the REST (Representational State Transfer) ideology, which made it possible to separate the system's logic from the user interface and the make the system's structure simpler and more scalable [23] . REST is an architectural style for distributed systems. According to this style, each data element is unambiguously determined by a global identifier, such as a URL (Uniform Resource Locator).
For the formalized description of interfaces of interaction between the server and the client part, there was used specification Open API, through application of which all the resources, provided by the server, and accessible operations on them were described. Actually, a given specification determines the standard for describing REST interfaces, which allows both a person and a computer to understand the capabilities of the server without an access to the input code, additional technical documentation or direct interaction via the net [24] . The DSS programming code was developed using the approach of continuous integration (CI) and software product Jenkins. The use of CI is an approach to software development, in which each change in the program code is automatically fixed and tested [25] . Moreover, the actions such as compilation, downloading and updating the database scheme, and deployment on the server are performed automatically. Using CI reduces the risk of appearance of the problems that were not identified immediately, makes it easier to improve the program code, and performs the automation of trivial actions, enabling one to concentrate on the development of program logic of the system's functionality support.
Let us consider the basic capabilities of the developed web-oriented DSS to ensure compliance with the requirements regarding the necessary functionality for construction of plans of works execution and execution control based of two menu sections: "Planning" and "Control of execution".
The section "Planning" (Fig. 5 ) provides possibilities for reviewing or editing existing calendar plans, as well as planning execution of works for future periods. After entering the initial and the final dates of the planned period, the list of agreements to be executed within the set period is formed. This list is presented in a tabular form with brief information about each agreement (number, registration number, type of a service, counterparty, term of validity, cost, and priority). For each agreement, there is a possibility to review detailed information, including the list of stages with executors and their sequence. The list of agreements can include other agreements or delete the existing ones. For each agreement, it is possible to set the implementation priority as a number from 1 to 100. By default, the set priority value is 1 (the smallest). When calculating the efficiency criterion, the entered priorities may be calculated from formula (15):
where υ i is the priority value for each agreement, entered by a user. Some variants of calendar plan can be formed when pushing the key "planning" (Fig. 6) .
A visual representation of the execution variant is a table, in which executors are in rows, and the days of the planned period with indication of the day of the week are in columns. A table cell at the intersection of a line and a column shows completion of a stage of a certain agreement on a specified day. It displays the registration number of the agreement and the stage number and name.
Checking and improvement of certain parts of the plan take place at every stage. The person who makes up a plan tries to achieve the optimum agreement execution plan in the dialogue mode.
Discussion of results of DSS development and application
The improved mathematical model of agreement execution planning, the combined algorithm for solving problems of planning, the structure of the web-oriented DSS were proposed, and their use was substantiated.
The implemented functionality of the web-oriented DSS provides the solution to the basic problem of decision-making. In addition, web-orientation of the developed system enables the formation of a calendar plan by authorized representatives of an enterprise in any place, where there is the Internet network. This allows adjustment of the agreement execution plan in the operative mode with minimization of time and costs. In this case, it is possible to adjust the plan immediately after negotiations on the side of a customer and evaluate available technical possibilities.
Effectiveness of web-oriented DSS in planning and controlling agreement execution is determined by the following factors:
-operative formation and flexibility at changing a calendar plan that accelerates the execution of customers' orders and reduces the amount of downtime during implementation; -significant reduction of time consumption for data collection and information preparation; -possibility of quick adaptation to the current situation and making corresponding changes to a calendar plan; -distinct division of time of works between executors, which takes into account the sequence of execution and individual characteristics of each agreement; -possibility of permanent control of the state of execution of works and evaluation of the execution of a separate agreement.
Fig. 6. Created variant of the calendar plan
The architecture of the created web-oriented DSS involves minimal costs of its implementation at the related enterprises. Due to modularity, the system easily adapts and integrates with information systems, existing at an enterprise. To access the capabilities of the system by a user, it is necessary to have an installed web-browser and an access to the Internet network.
Without the use of the created web-oriented DSS, it is not possible to carry out practical implementation of the combined algorithm. It is the DSS that provides data preparation and carrying out the necessary calculations and makes it possible to choose variants and make corrective changes.
The benefits of applying the developed DSS at an enterprise imply the reduction of time required to process available data, in particular, if necessary, adjustment of the existing calendar plan. Formation of the production program and plans for the system implementation typically includes the following steps:
-setting the planned period; -analysis of the works schedule and selection of the executors who are not engaged during these periods; -analysis and determining parameters of completing each stage of each agreement;
-formation of variants of the production program and plans;
-assessment of the formed variants of the production program;
-making decisions about selection of the variant of the production program and plans; -adjustment of input parameters, if necessary, which is the ground for repeated formation of solution variants.
Using the developed DSS, formation of execution variants is imposed on the system. In this case, there is the possibility of restructuring variants, taking into account actual changes, when making some adjustments. Overall, due to the automation of formation and adjustment of the calendar plan variants and displaying the existing state of work execution, the promptness and timeliness of rendering services to clients is ensured.
Further development of the research and development of the system is aimed at the expansion of functional possibilities for intellectual data analysis and processing large data arrays. Using the methods for intellectual data analysis will provide information analysis and detection of regularities and factors that may affect effectiveness of agreements' execution. In addition, detection of such regularities will provide an additional possibility of forming execution patterns that are advisable to use in order to reduce the time of the combined algorithm. It is important to note that during agreements execution planning the DSS makes it possible to concentrate on analysis, assessment and selection of the optimum variant of a solution, performing all preparatory actions and forming ready variants of solutions.
Conclusions
1. The mathematical model of agreements execution planning was developed with respect to the main features of activity of service-rendering enterprises, which takes into account the main partial criteria and limitations. The use of the additive convolution of criteria allows the adjustment of relative significance of each criterion, which in turn makes it possible to take into consideration important aspects when finding the optimal plan depending on general economic and social influences.
2. The combination of elements of the ACO algorithm and of the genetic algorithm became the basis for the proposed combined algorithm for the search and formation of the optimal agreements execution plan, which allows us to reduce time for the formation of an optimal plan while increasing input data in comparison with the classic and most heuristic algorithms.
3. We proposed the structure of the web-oriented DSS, which provides a complete solution to the problem on agreements execution planning as it allows focusing on analysis, evaluation and selection of the best variant by performing preparatory actions and forming ready variants of solutions. In addition, in the course of development of the system its integration into existing information systems and minimal costs for the DSS implementation were taken into consideration. It also becomes possible to adapt easily the use of the main modules of the system to solve the related problems.
4. The use of the technologies and tools for construction of the DSS components was substantiated. The results of development and operation of the created DSS were represented, which made it possible to evaluate the benefits of using it during testing and to make sure that efficiency of the planning process increased. Due to the DSS use, it became possible to offer the customers the proposals regarding the time limits of the agreement execution, to significantly reduce the time required to construct the variants of works execution, evaluation, and selection. Previously, that took more than one entire working day.
